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In current environments, production systems need the ability of quick response to face the volatile markets. Seru production
systems, as a new mode of the production system, have the advantages of quick response, high flexibility, and high efficiency. Seru
scheduling, which refers to constructing serus with an exact sequence in limited workspace, is an important decision problem in
the operational management of seru production systems and can reflect the reconfiguration nature of seru production systems.
(is study investigates a seru scheduling problem with resource conflicts, whose objective is to minimize the makespan. An
automatic heuristic design approach that combines a genetic programming algorithm and structure similarity-based operators is
proposed. Comparative experiments are conducted with human-made rules, basic genetic programming, genetic programming-
based algorithm, and with some state-of-the-art scheduling algorithms. (e results show the effectiveness and efficiency of the
proposed algorithm.

1. Introduction

Volatile market environments have the characteristics of
short product life cycles, uncertain production types, and
fluctuating production volumes [1, 2]. It is hard for tradi-
tional production systems, such as flow shop, Toyota pro-
duction system, job shop, and cellular manufacturing
system, to adapt to such environments. Seru production
system (SPS), which is the latest innovation in production
management in the Japanese manufacturing industry, is a
new type of production system with quick responsiveness
and high flexibility [3]. Since the 1980s, many Asian leading
electronic enterprises such as Canon, Samsung, Sony,
Panasonic, LG, Fujitsu, and NEC have adopted SPSs to
enhance their coping ability to volatile markets [4, 5]. Roth
et al. [2] reviewed the last 25 years of the growth and
evolution of operations and supply chain management and
noted that serus are more flexible than Toyota production

systems and represent the next generation of lean. Browning
and De Treville [6] also pointed out that seru can be an
alternative to the TPS when meeting rapid product prolif-
eration and highly volatile consumer demand.

Many benefits, such as reducing lead time, setup time,
working in process inventories, finished product inven-
tories, cost, required workforce, and shop floor space, are
gained by adopting SPSs [4, 7]. Many case studies show the
significant advantages of SPSs in volatile market envi-
ronments [3, 8, 9]. For example, in Nagahama Canon, six
assembly lines are converted to serus. Profit had increased
by 200% even though the sales had decreased from 1,300
hundred million to 1,020 hundred million Yen. (e
workforce and throughput time had been reduced by 10%
and 33%, respectively [3, 4]. Each seru is a small, complete,
and human-centered assembly unit. It consists of some
cheap equipment and one or more cross-trained workers.
An SPS includes at least one seru. Serus in SPSs can be
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frequently organized, dismantled, and rebuilt in a short
time [1, 3, 4, 10, 11].

(e configuration problem of an SPS can be divided into
two categories, i.e., seru formation [12] and seru scheduling
[13]. Seru formation means grouping workers into serus and
determining their tasks according to the arrived orders [12].
Seru scheduling refers to constructing serus with an exact
sequence in limited workspace [13].

Many studies focused on seru formation [12, 14–17]. For
example, Yu et al. proposed an algorithm based on the
nondominated sorting genetic algorithm 2 (NSGA-II) to
solve the problem of line-to-seru conversion problem whose
objectives are minimizing total throughput time and total
labor hours [12]. Yu et al. investigated a seru formation
problem toward reducing workers and developed exact and
metaheuristic algorithms for the small- to medium-scale
instances [16]. Yu et al. considered a line-hybrid seru for-
mation problem by combining the two evaluated perfor-
mances, i.e., makespan and total labor hours. Exact and
heuristic algorithms are proposed to solve the different scale
instances [17].

For seru scheduling, there are few studies [13, 18]. Yu
et al. selected ten usually used scheduling rules to investigate
the performance of different rules on the line-seru con-
version problem. Two improved exact algorithms based on
reducing time complexity and space complexity are pro-
posed [13]. Sun et al. focused on a seru scheduling problem
with minimizing the total tardiness and analysed the solu-
tion space. (ey proposed a cooperative coevolution algo-
rithm for large-scale problems and an exact algorithm for
small-scale problems [18].

Most of the above studies have the following assump-
tions: (1) once serus are constructed, they never change; and
(2) workers are fully cross-trained. However, to cope with
volatile markets, SPSs should be more flexible and quick
responsive than traditional production systems. Just-in-time
operation system (JIT-OS) [4], whose goal is configuring
correct serus, in the right place, at the appropriate time, and
in the exact amount, is proposed as the management and
control principle of SPSs. Following this principle, serus
should be built up over time rather than fixed. Besides, in
real production environments, as an important character-
istic and central resource, human workers cannot be
neglected and it is hard to achieve that all workers are fully
cross-trained. (erefore, if some serus require the same
worker, these serus cannot be built simultaneously.

Based on the above consideration, the seru scheduling
problem can be seen as a complex variant of the parallel
machine scheduling (PMS) problem [5, 19]. Some studies
took PMS with resource constraints into consideration
[20–22]. (ough resource constraints are considered in
the above studies, they assumed that the resources are
extra resources, which are needed by machines or workers
to be able to function.(e lack of special resources leads to
a lot of waiting time. (e above waiting time cannot be
reduced by changing the production planning. In our
model, the waiting time is caused by human workers
needed by different serus and can be reduced by opti-
mizing the scheduling.

Seru scheduling with resource (human workers) con-
flicts (SSRC) is considered in this study. First, this is an
important decision problem in operation management in
SPSs, which can reveal the nature of reconfiguration ability
and quick response ability of SPSs. Second, from a model
perspective, it is a new and realistic variant of the PMS
problem.

(e contributions of this study are as follows. First, to
our knowledge, this is the first work addressing the seru
scheduling problem with the consideration of human
resource conflicts. Second, genetic programming with
structure similarity-based operators (GP-SS), which
considers special attributes of the seru scheduling prob-
lem, is proposed to automatically generate effective rules
to effectively and efficiently solve the SSRC. (ird,
comparative experiments conducted with human-made
rules, basic genetic programming (GP), GP-based algo-
rithm, and state-of-the-art algorithms verify the effec-
tiveness of GP-SS.

(e rest of this study is organized as follows. Section 2
describes addressed SSRC problem. (e proposed GP-SS is
presented in Section 3. Comparative results are shown in
Section 4. Section 5 concludes the study in the end.

2. Seru Scheduling Problem with
Resource Conflicts

In this study, the SSRC problem is proposed as to how to
arrange the sequence of constructing serus with resource
conflicts under limited spaces. In particular, a SPS is con-
sidered in a manufacturing firm. (is firm has some loca-
tions to configure serus, and each location can accommodate
one seru at a time. When several orders come, serus should
be configured to finish these orders. Resource conflicts may
exist within some serus, so they cannot be built simulta-
neously. (e sequence of constructing serus should be de-
termined to minimize the makespan of these orders. (e
proposed problem can be described as follows.

2.1. Assumptions. (e SSRC addressed in this study is based
on the following assumptions.

(1) (e information (arrival times and seru(s) that
configured for each order) of orders over a period of
time is known when a time period starts. (e arrival
time of orders may be different.

(2) For every single order, at least one seru should be
configured and the information (numbers, life cycles,
and conflicts with other serus) of seru(s) for each
order is predetermined.

(3) Serus that needs the same worker(s) cannot be built
simultaneously.

(4) (e build time and dismantle time of serus are
neglected.

(5) (e number of spaces in a seru production system is
limited, and one space accommodates only one seru
at a time.
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2.2. Notations. (e notations adopted to describe the
addressed problem are presented below.

2.2.1. Indices. (e following indices were used in this study:

o � 1, 2, O: index of orders
i � 1, 2, I: index of serus
l � 1, 2, L: index of the spaces to accommodate serus
t � 1, 2, T: time

2.2.2. Parameters. (e following parameters were used in
this study:

ato: arrival time of order, oSo: set of serus that con-
figured for order, and o ti: life cycle of seru i from being
constructed to dismantled

vi′
i � 1, serus i and i

A have the resource conflict,
0, otherwise

⎧⎨

⎩

2.2.3. Decision Variables. (e following decision variables
were used in this study:

sti: start time of seru i.

xl
i �

1, seru i is built in space l,

0, otherwise

2.3. Formulation of Seru Scheduling with Resource Conflicts.
Seru scheduling with resource conflicts can be formulated
using equations (1)–(4).

2.3.1. Objective Function. (e objective function

minCmax (1)

is subject to



L

l

x
l
i � 1,∀i, (2)



I

i

tix
l
i ≤Cmax,∀l, (3)

sti ≥ sti′ + ti′orsti′ ≥ sti + ti, ifv
i′
i � 1. (4)

Equation (1) states that the objective of the addressed
problem is to minimize the makespan of orders in the same
time period. Cmax � max sti + ti ,∀i, which is the amount of
time to process all coming orders. Constraint (2) ensures
that each seru is exactly built in one space. Constraint (3)
ensures that the makespan is at least as large as the total life
cycles of serus built in each space. Constraint (4) means that
serus i and i’ cannot be built simultaneously.

2.4. Model Complexity. In this section, the NP-hardness of
SSRC is proved as follows.

Theorem 1. SSRC is NP-hard.

Proof. (e PMS problem is a classic NP-hard problem. We
reduce any instance of the PMS problem to an instance of
SSRC. (e PMS problem can be described as follows.

Given a set of jobs, Jobs � 1, H, each h ∈ Jobs is char-
acterized by a release time fh and a processing time vh.(ese
jobs are scheduled on M machines, and preemption is not
allowed. (e target is to minimize the makespan.

Let sti � fh ands ti � vh, where i � h, I � H, L � M.
Obviously, a seru is the same as a job in PMS and a location is
the same as a machine in PMS. When the solution of the
PMS instance is found, the corresponding instance of SSRC
can be solved. (us, the addressed SSRC problem in this
study is NP-hard. □

3. Methodology

In this section, GP-SS is proposed to solve the addressed
SSRC problem. Studies on seru scheduling employed heu-
ristic rules [13, 18] in which problem instances are small
scale. In industrial environments, heuristic rules are often
used due to simplicity and efficiency [23, 24]. (ough ef-
ficient heuristic rules can bring many benefits for
manufacturing, they also may lead to malfunctions because
of the limitation of human experiences. Besides, the per-
formance of heuristic rules heavily depends on the envi-
ronments and objectives. For each single heuristic rule, no
one can outperform others in all circumstances [23].

Genetic programming (GP) is a kind of technology,
which can strongly generate heuristic rules based on specific
problem attributes. Because of its high efficiency and gen-
eralization ability, GP is used to evolve heuristics in many
scheduling domains, such as single machine scheduling
[25–27], job shop scheduling [28–32], flow shop scheduling
[33], and airplane scheduling [34, 35]. In recent years, GP is
also used to solve the PMS problem [36–38]. However, GP
has several drawbacks. First, in the evolutionary process, the
tree-structured individuals are changed frequently by op-
erations of mutation and crossover, which may lead to large
and complex individuals but with poor quality. (us, GP
may waste a lot of computing time in exploiting good so-
lutions. Second, basic operators may not be powerful enough
to help GP search for good enough solutions, which means
that GP is easy to be trapped into local optima.

Similarity-based crossover operator is a kind of im-
proved special operator in GP, which performs well in real-
valued function regression problem [39, 40]. Its design
concept in the above studies is that exchange of subtrees is
most likely to get benefits if the two subtrees are semantically
similar, which means that they are not semantically iden-
tical, but also they are not too semantically dissimilar. Se-
mantic similarity refers to the difference value of fitness
between two subtrees obtained by sampling methods. It is
verified to be a useful strategy to improve the performance of
GP and to shorten the sizes of tree-structured individuals.
However, in continuous optimization, such as real-valued
function regression problem, it requires very little com-
puting time cost to calculate fitness when compared to
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scheduling problems. Such a method cannot be directly used
to discrete GP to obtain similar benefits. It always uses less
time to compare the structure similarity between two
subtrees when compared with calculating the fitness.
(erefore, in this study, GP with structure similarity-based
operators (GP-SS) is proposed to generate effective rules to
solve SSRC.

3.1. Framework ofGP-SS. (e evolutionary process of GP-SS
is shown in Figure 1. At first, the initial population con-
sisting of tree-structured individuals is randomly generated.
(en, the fitness of individuals is calculated and the good
ones are selected by using the roulette wheel method to
generate the next generation. (e structure similarity-based
crossover and mutation operators are adopted to improve
the optimization ability and convergence speed of GP-SS.
Finally, the termination criterion is used to determine
whether to terminate the algorithm.

3.2. Fitness Calculation of GP-SS. In GP-SS, as in basic GP,
tree-structured individuals are used. In each individual, its
root nodes represent function operators and leaf nodes
represent an element in the terminal set. (e terminals that
are derived from the SSRC problem are shown in Table 1.
(e function set includes addition (ADD), subtraction
(SUB), protected division (DIV), and multiplication (MUL).
(e function set and terminal set are used to rank serus. (e
individual SUB (AT, ET) is taken as an example. (ere are
two serus, seru 1 and seru 2, that need to be scheduled. It is
assumed that these two serus are both built for one order and
that the “AT” attributes of these two serus (arrival time) are
set to 100.(e “ET” attributes of serus 1 and 2 (life cycle) are
set to 50 and 30, respectively. (e rule derived from the
individual is AT-ET. (us, the scores of serus 1 and 2 are
(100-50)� 50 and (100-30)� 70, respectively. Because the
score of seru 1 (50) is less than the score of seru 2 (70), the
built sequence of serus 1 and 2 is as follows: seru 1 is prior to
seru 2. (en, the fitness of this schedule can be calculated by
using equation (1).

3.3. Structure Similarity-Based Operators. In GP-SS, struc-
ture similarity-based operators are inspired by similarity-
based crossover operator designed for real-valued function
regression problem [39, 40]. In order to be suitable for
solving discrete optimization problems, a similarity coeffi-
cient is proposed in this study, which replaces the similar
distance in continuous optimization.

Let ssc(st1, st2) be the structure similarity coefficient
between subtree 1, st1, and subtree 2, st2. au

st1
and au

st2
are

defined as the number of u − th attribute of N (according to
Table 1, N � 7 in this study) attributes in subtrees 1 and 2,
respectively. (erefore, ssc(st1, st2) can be defined by Al-
gorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, α, β, and c are parameters in GP-SS,
known as the lower bound for attributes’ similarity sensi-
tivity, the upper bound for attributes’ similarity sensitivity,

and the upper bound for layer difference, respectively.
ssc(st1, st2) � 1 means st1 is similar to st2.

(e layer difference between the two trees st1 and st2 is
defined as follows:

l d st1, st2(  � lst1
− lst2



, (5)

where l d(st1, st2) is the layer difference between st1 and st2.
lst1

and lst2
are the layers of st1 and st2, respectively. (e layer

of a tree can be calculated by traversing the tree.
For example, Figure 2 shows two subtrees st1 and st2. st1

can be transformed into AT + (ET − #/OF), and st2 can be
transformed into W/CFL + AT by in order traversal of these
two trees, respectively. (e layers of these two subtrees are 4
and 3, so the layer difference between st1 and st2 is 1.

Based on the above definition of structure similarity
coefficient, the structure similarity-based crossover and
mutation can be defined by Algorithms 2 and 3, respectively.

Start

Population Initialization

Fitness Calculation

Selection

Structure-similarity-based
Crossover

Structure-similarity-based
Mutation

Termination
criterion

End

Yes

No

Figure 1: Framework of the GP-SS.

Table 1: Terminals for the SSRC problem.

Symbol Description
AT Arrival time of an order that a seru is configured for
ET Life cycle of a seru
CFL Number of current free spaces
W Weight of a seru
OF A number of serus that are overlapped with a seru
CT Current time
# Random number between 0 and 1
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In Algorithm 2, attemptLimit is the upper limit of at-
tempts to find similar subtrees and listsimilarity is a list can be
used in structure similarity-based mutation (listsimilarity is set
to be empty at each end of generation). In this process, if the
pair of similar subtrees is not found, structure similarity-
based crossover is degenerated to classic crossover.

In Algorithm 3, ran do mPara is the upper limit pa-
rameter that controls the structure similarity-based muta-
tion probability. In the process of structure similarity-based
mutation, if ran do mSee d is out of predefined range or
listsimilarity is empty, the structure similarity-based mutation
is degenerated to classic mutation.

3.4. Computational Complexity Analysis. In this section, the
complexity analysis of proposed structure similarity-based
operators is given. For any pair of subtrees, suppose that the
numbers of their nodes are m and n, the time complexity of
Algorithm 1, which traverses all nodes of two subtrees
several times, is O(m + n). (us, the time complexity of
proposed structure similarity-based operators is O(m + n).

4. Computational Results and Comparison

To evaluate the performance of the proposed GP-SS algo-
rithm, a series of comparisons are conducted in this section.
(e GP-SS and other comparison algorithms are shown in
Table 2. All experiments are performed on a PC with the i5-
10600 processor (4.1GHz) and 16GB RAM.

(e test problems are generated by setting three im-
portant dimensions, which are orders, serus types, and
spaces. (e number of orders is ranging from 5 to 60, the
number of seru types is ranging from 5 to 48, and the

number of spaces is ranging from 3 to 35. A notation “3-2-1”
is used to represent a test problem with 3 orders, 2 types of
serus, and 1 space. For each test problem, 20 independent
replications are tested to get the results. Training set and test
set are designed to try to overcome overfitting. In the
training set, 4 test problems are designed to train the pa-
rameters of GP-SS and all comparison algorithms. In the test
set, 12 test problems are chosen. All the comparison ex-
periments are run on the test set.

(e Gapx, which is calculated in equation (6), is defined
in this section to reflect the performance of GP-SS. (is gap
is the percentage deviation between the average objective
function values obtained by the GP-SS algorithm and the x

algorithm for 20 independent replications.

Gapx � 100∗
scorex − scoreGP−SS

scoreGP−SS
, (6)

where scorex and scoreGP−SS represent the objective function
values obtained by the x algorithm and GP-SS, respectively.

4.1. Parameter Setting. According to the parameter exper-
iments, the parameter values in Table 3 for GP-SS are set as
default in the following experiments. Parameters of all
comparison algorithms are also trained on the training set.

4.2. Comparison Experiments. To evaluate the performance
of GP-SS, 4 groups of experiments are conducted. First, in
the previous seru formation and scheduling studies, due to
simplicity and efficiency, human-made rules are the most
used approach. (erefore, 7 rules are selected to be com-
pared with rules that are generated by GP-SS. Second, to
verify the effects of the proposed structure similarity-based
operators, GP-SS is compared with basic GP. (ird, an
excellent variant of GP in the scheduling domain [41], ge-
netic programming hyperheuristic (GP-HH), is chosen to be
compared with GP-SS. Finally, two state-of-the-art algo-
rithms designed for PMS, greedy randomized adaptive
search procedure with variable neighborhood search
(GRASP-VNS) [42] and improved genetic algorithm (IGA)
[43], are also chosen to evaluate the performance of our
proposed GP-SS.

4.2.1. Comparison with Human-Made Rules. To compare
with GP-SS, 5 human-made rules selected from previous
studies and 2 special rules designed for SSRC are used.(ese
rules are shown in Table 4.

(1) : if st1 and st2 meet the following conditions:
(2) : condition 1: the layer difference between two trees is less than c

(3) : condition 2: α< 
N
n |au

st1
− au

st2
|/N< β then

(4) : ssc(st1, st2) � 1
(5) : else
(6) : ssc(st1, st2) � −1
(7) : end if

ALGORITHM 1: Determination of the similarity between subtrees 1 and 2.

ADD

SUB

MUL

AT

ET

OF#

W CFL

ATDIV

ADD

st2st1

Figure 2: Example of two subtrees. (a) st1. (b) st2.
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As shown in Table 5, for all test problems, GP-SS out-
performs the human-made rules with the range from 5.82%
to 133.31%. (e reason that GP-SS is superior to human-
made rules lies in that human-made rules are predesigned.
(ey can be used in many scheduling domain but cannot be
universally good. Rules from GP-SS are specifically evolved
for SSRC and can naturally achieve better performance.

4.2.2. Effects of Structure Similarity-Based Operators. To
evaluate the performance of structure similarity-based op-
erators, a comparison between GP-SS and basic GP is
conducted. (e results are shown in Table 6.

As shown in Table 6, for best cases, GP-SS outperforms
GP with an average gap of 8.68%. For the average cases, GP-
SS outperforms GP with the gap ranging from 20.38% to
36.35%. For the computing time, GP-SS is similar to GP with
an average gap of −0.12%. (e above results verify that GP-
SS is more effective than GP. (e reason lies in that some
subtrees or structures in individuals may have better effects
than others. If these subtrees or structures can be found in
the evolutionary process, it can help the algorithm enhance
the optimization ability and convergence speed. (e design
concept of the proposed structure similarity-based operators
is giving GP-SS a mechanism to search for a similar
structure. Due to the design of two-attempt limit parame-
ters, GP-SS also has the ability to jump from local optimal.

(1) : while count< attemptLimit do
(2) : Randomly choose the crossover points to generate st1 and st2
(3) : if st1 is similar to st2: then
(4) : crossover and add the children to the new population
(5) : add st1 and st2 into a list listsimilarity

(6) : return 0
(7) : else
(8) : count + +

(9) : end if
(10) : end while
(11) : crossover

ALGORITHM 2: Structure similarity-based crossover.

(1) : if ran do mSee d< ran do mPara and listsimilarity is not empty then
(2) : mutate to a randomly chosen subtree in listsimilarity

(3) : else
(4) : mutation
(5) : end if

ALGORITHM 3: Structure similarity-based mutation.

Table 2: Description of GP-SS and comparison algorithms.

Algorithm Description
GP-SS (is algorithm performs GP with structure similarity-based operators to generate heuristic rules
Human-made rules Rules are selected from previous studies and are specially designed for SSRC
Basic GP (is algorithm performs GP to generate heuristic rules
GP-HH (is algorithm performs GP with a predesigned low-level heuristics set to generate heuristic rules
GRASP-VNS Greedy randomized adaptive search procedure with variable neighborhood search
IGA Genetic algorithm with improved crossover operators and elitism selection mechanism

Table 3: Parameters for GP-SS.

Parameter Value
α 0.01
β 0.3
c 3
attemptLimit 5
ran do mPara 0.4
Population size 48
Number of generations 100

Table 4: Seven rules to be compared with GP-SS.

Rule Description
FCFS First come first service
LPT Longest life cycle seru first
SPT Shortest life cycle seru first
ECT Earliest completion time seru first
SH Randomly sequenced serus
HC Highest conflict factor seru first
LC Lowest conflict factor seru first
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To further analyze the quick convergence ability of GP-SS,
an evolving process from a test problem in the test set is
recorded in Figure 3.(e vertical and abscissa axes in Figure 3
represent fitness and the index of generation, respectively. It is
easy to observe that GP-SS has a faster convergence speed and
a better performance. (is result can also help to verify the
ability to search good regions of GP-SS.

4.2.3. Comparison with GP-Based Algorithm. GP-HH is a
hyperheuristic algorithm that employs GP as the high-level
strategy to manage several predefined low-level heuristics
[41]. (e comparison between GP-SS and GP-HH is con-
ducted in this section. (e results are shown in Table 7.

As shown in Table 7, for the best cases, the gap between
GP-SS and GP-HH ranges from 2.34% to 13.73%, with an
average gap of 5.53%. For the average cases, GP-SS out-
performs GP-HH with an average gap of 19.99%. For the
computing time, GP-SS outperforms GP-HH with an av-
erage gap of 4.29%. (e results show that GP-SS is more
effective and efficient than GP-HH. (e reason lies in that
low-level heuristics have a high impact on the performance
of GP-HH. Without good enough heuristics that are spe-
cially designed for SSRC, GP-HH cannot perform much

better than basic GP.(erefore, due to the good convergence
ability, GP-SS is superior to GP-HH.

4.3. Comparison with Other PMS Scheduling Algorithms.
GRASP-VNS [42] and IGA [43] are two recent state-of-the-
art algorithms designed for the PMS problem. (ese two
algorithms are compared with GP-SS, and the results are
shown in Table 8.

As shown in Table 8, for the best cases, GP-SS performs a
little better than GRASP-VNS and IGA with an average gap
of 1.35% and 1.93%, respectively. For the average cases, GP-
SS outperforms GRASP-VNS and IGA with an average gap
of 2.50% and 5.38%, respectively. (ese results show that,
based on the training process on the specific problem and
structure similarity-based operators, GP-SS can achieve a
slight advantage over other PMS scheduling algorithms.

Meanwhile, the computing time of GP-SS is the sum of
the time of generating rules on a training set and applying
rules on all test problems. (e computing time of GRASP-
VNS and IGA is the sum of the time of independently
running the algorithm on all test problems. (erefore, the

Table 5: Comparison with human-made rules.

Test problem GapFCFS (%) GapLPT (%) GapSPT (%) GapECT (%) GapSH (%) GapHC (%) GapLC (%)

5 − 5 − 3 26.97 36.54 15.53 13.64 14.27 12.39 32.77
10 − 8 − 5 40.8 59.02 16.05 16.78 25.31 5.82 48.75
15 − 12 − 8 28.35 39.10 12.67 13.52 31.55 6.24 46.00
20 − 15 − 10 15.56 47.01 21.94 18.41 25.29 10.35 78.38
25 − 18 − 12 34.76 42.27 13.63 20.54 33.91 8.38 69.79
30 − 21 − 15 24.65 45.11 11.75 19.28 29.35 14.55 85.45
35 − 25 − 18 43.44 24.39 16.88 15.67 17.08 12.09 44.03
40 − 30 − 20 20.58 65.72 21.24 22.91 35.64 14.47 73.05
45 − 30 − 23 43.89 29.33 17.26 17.86 34.11 17.83 84.56
50 − 42 − 27 42.02 46.10 17.64 21.14 34.39 9.27 94.85
55 − 45 − 30 59.61 32.54 16.49 29.20 45.37 13.16 133.31
60 − 48 − 35 41.39 69.19 21.65 26.93 45.02 14.50 76.28
Average gap 35.17 44.69 16.89 19.66 30.94 11.59 72.27

Table 6: Comparison with basic GP.

Test problem
GapbasicGP (%)

Min Avg Time

5 − 5 − 3 5.52 24.73 −0.03
10 − 8 − 5 4.49 20.38 −2.31
15 − 12 − 8 6.85 30.87 1.53
20 − 15 − 10 7.41 21.45 1.18
25 − 18 − 12 12.36 35.31 −1.58
30 − 21 − 15 7.15 26.69 2.73
35 − 25 − 18 13.20 23.21 −0.64
40 − 30 − 20 7.93 36.35 2.93
45 − 30 − 23 8.49 24.51 −5.31
50 − 42 − 27 13.54 28.89 −3.07
55 − 45 − 30 7.52 26.84 1.52
60 − 48 − 35 9.73 22.73 1.61
Average gap 8.68 26.83 −0.12

GP
GP-SS
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2800
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Figure 3: Evolving process of GP-SS and GP.
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computing time that is compared in this section is set as the
above settings. Because of the big difference in computing
time among these three types of algorithms, the gap that
shows the percentage deviation between GP-SS and each
compared algorithm is given as follows.

Gaptimex
� 100∗

timex − timeGP−SS

timex

, (7)

where timex and timeGP−SS represent the computing time
obtained by the x algorithm and GP-SS, respectively.

(e results are shown in Table 9. It is observed that GP-
SS outperforms GRASP-VNS and IGA with the gap of
64.04% and 73.21%, respectively. (is result verifies the
efficiency of the proposed GP-SS. (e reason lies in that
GRASP-VNS and IGA need to search the solution space for

each test problem. However, GP-SS just needs to search on
the training set.

5. Conclusions

In this study, the seru scheduling problem with resource
conflicts that minimizes the makespan is considered. In the
addressed problem, workers are not necessarily fully cross-
trained. (erefore, different serus may need the same
worker(s), and serus that need the same worker(s) cannot be
built simultaneously. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first work addressing the seru scheduling problem with the
consideration of resource conflicts. (e NP-hardness of the
addressed problem is also proved.

A GP-SS is proposed in this study to automatically
generate effective rules to solve the SSRC. In GP-SS,
structure similarity-based operators are designed to help
GP-SS focus on more promising regions in searching spaces
with affordable and small computing time increases. By
adopting structure similarity-based operators, GP-SS can
achieve fast convergence and avoid generating complex and
huge tree-structured rules.

Table 9: (e computing time of each m.

Experiment Gaptime (%)

GP-SS vs. GRASP-VNS 64.04
GP-SS vs. IGA 73.21

Table 7: Comparison with GP-HH.

Test problem
GapGP−HH (%)

Min Avg Time

5 − 5 − 3 2.95 20.50 0.73
10 − 8 − 5 4.61 30.91 1.61
15 − 12 − 8 2.83 22.94 2.87
20 − 15 − 10 3.25 9.56 1.19
25 − 18 − 12 9.67 19.03 3.85
30 − 21 − 15 7.11 18.65 4.54
35 − 25 − 18 2.34 24.37 2.19
40 − 30 − 20 4.70 7.38 3.78
45 − 30 − 23 5.03 14.63 6.09
50 − 42 − 27 13.73 23.70 5.81
55 − 45 − 30 4.97 16.61 7.92
60 − 48 − 35 5.22 31.64 10.86
Average gap 5.53 19.99 4.29

Table 8: Comparison with GRASP-VNS and IGA.

Test problem
GapGRASP−VNS (%) GapIGA (%)

Min Avg min Avg

5 − 5 − 3 0.00 −0.91 0.00 1.30
10 − 8 − 5 0.00 0.05 0.00 6.22
15 − 12 − 8 0.00 0.71 0.00 0.93
20 − 15 − 10 0.00 3.25 1.42 7.31
25 − 18 − 12 0.69 −0.58 1.26 5.22
30 − 21 − 15 1.84 3.93 0.38 7.08
35 − 25 − 18 1.43 2.76 1.95 6.97
40 − 30 − 20 2.61 5.59 2.46 8.42
45 − 30 − 23 1.60 3.68 3.04 6.21
50 − 42 − 27 3.13 7.20 5.68 5.87
55 − 45 − 30 2.17 2.30 3.55 3.07
60 − 48 − 35 2.73 1.99 3.43 5.94
Average gap 1.35 2.50 1.93 5.38
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Comparative results with human-made rules, basic GP,
GP-based algorithm, and other state-of-the-art algorithms
verify the effectiveness of GP-SS. For future work, there are
several directions to be considered. Interaction between seru
formation and SSRC can be taken into consideration. A
cooperative coevolution algorithm can be designed to solve
this problem. Besides, in addition to the makespan, some
other objectives, such as production costs, can be considered.
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